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Shanghai’s Zikawei  
Library by Wutopia Lab 
channels the neighbor-
ing neo-Gothic cathedral 
to create a secular  
temple of knowledge.

The creation of a  
contemporary hacienda 
in Tulum, Mexico,  
harnessed the diverse 
talents of the local  
creative community—
and caters to them, too.

Three skateparks in  
the Czech Republic by  
U/U Studio offer pole 
dancing, art viewing, 
clever repurposing,  
and more unexpected 
amusements alongside 
freestyle sports.

Two towers by three 
firms—OMA, Marmol 
Radziner, and Beyer Blinder 
Belle—add up to Eagle + 
West, a residential  
complex soaring over  
the Greenpoint waterfront.

For a model office in 
Shanghai, Ippolito Fleitz 
Group employs color-
blocked biophilic spaces 
that are flexible and  
customizable to lure  
prospective staffers on-site.

From a Shanghai beauty  
salon to a kids’ play space  
in New York, high-concept 
destinations are infused with 
urban edge and vitality.

At Eagle + West, a rental-apartment complex in Greenpoint, 
Brooklyn, with architecture by OMA, public and amenity 
spaces and landscape design by Marmol Radziner, and 
apartment layouts by Beyer Blinder Belle, a lobby is a 
luxe-meets-comfy mix of Blue de Savoie marble wall slabs, 
Anthology Wood's white-oak paneling, cobble stone floor-
ing, De Sede's DS-600 sectional, an Emmanuelle Simon 
armchair, and floor lamps by local studios Adam Otlewski 
and Allied Maker, the latter, in wood, resembling the build-
ings’ profiles. Photography: Scott Frances.
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brooklyn’s new 
heights

Two towers by three firms—OMA, Marmol Radziner, and Beyer Blinder Belle—add up to Eagle + West,  
a residential complex soaring over the Greenpoint waterfront

text: elizabeth fazzare  photography: scott frances 
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Previous spread: At Eagle + West, a three-building 
rental-apartment complex in Greenpoint, Brooklyn, 
with architecture by OMA, public and indoor/outdoor 
amenity spaces and landscape design by Marmol 
Radziner, and apartment layouts by Beyer Blinder Belle 
Architects and Planners, a tower lobby is outfitted in 
Blue de Savoie ribbed marble wall slabs; white-oak 

paneling; cobblestone flooring; a DS-600 sectional by Ueli Berger, Eleonore Peduzzi-Riva, Heinz Ulrich, and 
Klaus Vogt; Emmanuelle Simon’s Nomad armchair; and a Wood Totem floor lamp by local studio Allied Maker, 
the latter resembling the buildings’ profiles.  

Opposite top: The opposite wall, across from Adam Otlewski’s Series 02 floor lamp, is ribbed Tundra Blue 
limestone slabs, while the reception desk is leathered Verde Acquarello granite. Opposite bottom: As seen  
from Manhattan, the two towers, which, with the complex’s low-rise, contain a total of 745 apartments,  
step toward or away from each other every seven to eight stories; photography: John Cole.

Top, from left: The precast-concrete facade is articulated by five rotations of linear protrusions, its patterns 
merging at the entrance to each building; photography: Floto+Warner. A dynamic breccia stone defines the 
punched-in reception area in another lobby. Bottom: Its seating area has a custom Marmol Radziner sofa  
and a Stahl + Band Tripod cocktail table. 

As the East River snakes between the shores of four of New York’s five boroughs, it shapes  
islets, tributaries, and peninsulas along its way. These surprisingly saltwater banks that have 
historically been ports for the domestic and international shipping routes docking in the  
Big Apple today are prime real estate—so long as the buildings meet 100-year flood-plain  
requirements. Manhattan’s were the first to be developed, with a close stock of steel-and-glass 

skyscrapers, brick public housing, and seawall-
protected esplanade parks. Queens followed 
suit with a focus on residential towers, their 
unobstructed views of the Manhattan skyline 
affording enviable urban sunsets. 

But it’s Brooklyn, the city’s second-priciest 
and most populous borough, that is making big 
waves in luxury waterfront living—its in no vative 
buildings giving residents a skyline of their own 
to boast. Since the 2005 residential rezoning 
of the Greenpoint and Williamsburg shores, 
towers, parks, and even some beaches have 
made northern Brooklyn one of the hottest 
markets for young professionals, generationally 
wealthy coeds, and even the odd celebrity 
(Adam Driver, Patrick Wilson). Now, on the 
bulbous landmass where it meets Queens at  

Opposite top: Sergey Gravchikov chairs face another custom mural in the 
coffee shop. Opposite bottom: A custom con crete sink serves the men’s 
bathroom.

Above: Custom velvet-upholstered chairs face a concrete-plastered 
structural column, on which little stainless-steel airplane silhouettes are 
mounted and backlit.
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Left: Among Eagle + West’s 42,000 square feet of 
amenities is the double-height reservable room, marked 
by its A-frame truss, where Marmol Radziner’s custom 
table and cantilevering light fixture join Joe Colombo’s 
300 dining chairs and Edward van Vliet’s Develius sofas. 
Top, from left: Each building has a mailroom with white 
oak millwork and Juniper Design’s Metropolis overhead 
lighting system. Basten Leijh’s Charge chairs and built-in 
banquettes in white oak and wool felt are among seating 
options in the coworking lounge. Bottom: Marmol 
Radziner’s custom L-shape sectional appoints a lobby. 

Newtown Creek is Eagle + West, a ground-up, 860,700-square-foot complex of high-end, 
market-rate, and affordable rental apartments by OMA (architecture), Marmol Radziner 
(public and amenity spaces), and Beyer Blinder Belle Architects and Planners (apartment  
interiors) is helping contribute a renewed relationship to its misnomer estuary.

The project’s site, the 22-acre Greenpoint Landing, has naturally sweeping vistas of its sur-
rounding skylines and waterways, so its architectural challenge came in arranging its massive 
program—745 apartments across two towers and a low-rise, plus two retail spaces, a parking 
garage, and 42,000 square feet of indoor/outdoor amenities, including two pools, coworking 
spaces, a podcast studio, and a playground—to respect its neighboring town houses, which 
top out at seven stories. Zoning allowed for both a 400- and a 300-foot-tall tower set 40 feet 
apart. OMA New York partner Jason Long increased that distance to 60 and imagined their 
profiles as “fraternal twins,” stepping back and toward each other in seven- to eight-story 
terraced and cantilevered blocks like puzzle pieces that don’t quite fit. These 40- and 30-floor 
siblings are connected by a two-story, 210-foot-long Vierendeel truss-and-glass bridge that 
houses the indoor pool, a lounge for the outdoor pool, a fitness center, and a double-height  
reservable room for resident functions, all topped by a 1,000-square-foot green roof.

“We created a composition that changes as you move around it,” Long says of Eagle + West’s 
monumental massing, “because it opens and closes in a series of different gateways as you 
look through the building, either toward the Manhattan skyline or out over Brooklyn.” To miti-
gate the scale of the towers, fronting the lower density streetside is a seven-story structure of 
affordable-housing units with its own gym and event spaces. And where there is an entrance 
to a residential lobby (there are three), the facade is notched inward, like the triangular canti-
levers overhead and the shadows cast by their facades, shingled in white precast concrete. 
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To complement the incredible waterway 
views, an indoor-outdoor living experience 
at Eagle + West was important. Beyer 
Blinder Belle, also the project’s executive 
architect, conceived 150 unique apartment 
layouts for the range of studios to three-
bedrooms, with oak flooring, concretelike 
countertops, porcelain-tile backsplashes, 
and two color palettes—dawn and dusk—
to take advantage of their 8-foot-square 
picture windows. The diversity of options 
is “about not pigeonholing prospective 
tenants,” BBB senior associate Kimberly 
Cornell explains, “because everyone has  
a different sensibility.” 

While only 30 units have private balconies, 
gathering the extensive suite of amenities 
around two outdoor podiums gives all renters 
a similar feel throughout the interconnected 
buildings. Where there is an indoor facility, 
there is an outdoor connection. A gathering 
on the barbecue deck, for instance, can 
spill into the great room for a respite from 
the sun. Colleagues in the coworking 
lounge can take lunch together outside or 
relax over drinks and a game of bocce at 
day’s end. OMA’s dynamic architecture  
inspired these public and amenity spaces, 
says Ron Radziner, who, with Leo Marmol, 
is copartner of Marmol Radziner and an  
Interior Design Hall of Fame member. 

This inspiration is exemplified in such 
lobby details as a notched white-oak entry 
to an elevator bank, cobblestone flooring, 
and the gray and green marble and lime-
stone cladding the walls. “At the same time, 
the interiors should be inviting and com-
fortable,” Radziner continues, so the soft 

furnishings feature such venerable pieces as 
De Sede’s channeled, snaking DS-600 sectional in supple tan leather. “The taller tower lobby is 
so architecturally soaring that it called for something iconic, with the gravitas to anchor it,” adds 
Erika Montes, Marmol Radziner’s interiors studio director. Heavyweight design credentials 
appear in other furniture throughout, by the likes of Joe Colombo, Sabine Marcelis, Patricia 
Urquiola, Edward van Vliet, and myriad custom pieces by Marmol Radziner. The latter speak 
to the project’s industrial-meets-handmade qualities, as witnessed in the lighting by New York 
designer Adam Otlewski. “We felt a great responsibility to create spaces that would be beneficial 
and appropriate for this neighborhood,” Montes continues, “mixing aspirational pieces with 
contemporary ones made locally.” Radziner concurs: “Navigating that balance is fun.” 

Top: Mart Stam’s 661 armchairs line Marmol 
Radziner’s custom communal table in the great 
room. Center: One of the two palettes Beyer 
Blinder Belle formulated for the apartment 
interiors is the dawn scheme, which furnishes 
kitchens with white oak–veneered cabinetry, 
quartz-composite countertops, and porcelain-tile 
backsplashes; photography: John Cole. Bottom: 
There are 150 apartment layouts, ranging from 
studios to three-bedrooms, across the three Eagle 
+ West buildings, each designed to take advantage 
of views through the 8-foot-square punched win-
dows; photography: John Cole.

Opposite: OMA’s triangular cantilevers step out  
in alternating 24-foot increments; photography: 
Jason O’Rear. 

“We created a composition that changes as you move around it”
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PROJECT TEAM  

CARLOS CARDOSO; CASSIE WALKER; ANDREW JACOBS; 

JAMES SULLIVAN: BEYER BLINDER BELLE ARCHITECTS AND 

PLANNERS. LEO MARMOL; ASHLEY NATH; AISTA SOBOUTI; 

MATT JACKSON; MORGANE MANOHA; ABBY RUTHERFORD; 

MARTINA ROTH: MARMOL RADZINER. YUSEF ALI DENNIS; 

CHRISTINE YOON; REMY BERTIN; JINGYI BI; SAM BIROSCAK; 

TITOUAN CHAPOULY; KEN CHONGSUWAT; MARIE-CLAUDE 

FARES; YASHAR GHASEMKHANI; ANDERS GRINDE;  

WESLEY LEFORCE; CHONG YING PAI; NATHAN PETTY; 

ANDRES RABANO; LAYLEE SALEK; ALAN SONG; WO HONG WU; 

SOOJUNG YOO; STEVEN YOUNG; JUAN PABLO ZEPEDA: OMA. 

THORNTON TOMASETTI: FACADE. FOCUS LIGHTING: LIGHT

ING CONSULTANT. MTWTF: CUSTOM SIGNAGE. LOLITA CROS; 

PICTURE ROOM: ART CONSULTANTS. DESIMONE CONSULTING 

ENGINEERS: STRUCTURAL ENGINEER. COSENTINI ASSOCIATES: 

MEP. LANGAN ENGINEERING & ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES: 

CIVIL ENGINEER. SCANGA INNOVATIVE WOODWORKING: 

MILLWORK. NEW LINE STRUCTURES: GENERAL CONTRACTOR. 

PRODUCT SOURCES  

FROM FRONT DE SEDE: SECTIONALS (LOBBY 1), TAN LOUNGE CHAIRS (LOBBY 2). ALLIED MAKER: WOOD FLOOR LAMP (LOUNGE 

1). EMMANUELLE SIMON: GRAY BARREL CHAIR. ADAM OTLEWSKI: SHADED FLOOR LAMPS (LOBBY 1, LOBBY 2, RESERVE ROOM). 

STAHL + BAND: COCKTAIL TABLE (LOBBY 2). PULPO: ROUND SIDE TABLE. SUITE NY: DINING CHAIRS (RESERVE ROOM). ABRA 

LIGHTING: CUSTOM CANTILEVER LIGHT. &TRADITION: GREEN SECTIONALS. JUNIPER DESIGN GROUP: CEILING FIXTURES 

(MAILROOM), TABLE LAMPS (GREAT ROOM). AHREND: CHAIRS (COWORKING LOUNGE). FILZFELT: WALLCOVERING. SERGE 

MOUILLE: SCONCES. STONE SOURCE: FLOOR TILE. MAHARAM: RUG. GORDON: CHAIRS (GREAT ROOM). CAESARSTONE: COUNTER

TOP (KITCHEN). TREEFROG VENEER: CABINETRY VENEER. FLORIM: BACKSPLASH TILE. KÄHRS: FLOORING (KITCHEN, LIVING 

AREA). RUSTICO TILE: DECKING (POOL). ARTLESS: BENCH. WALKER ZANGER: POOL TILE. STO: CEILING SURFACING. HEATH 

CERAMICS: MANTEL TILE (GREAT ROOM). ABC STONE: MANTEL STONE. NETZERO: FIREPLACE. MOROSO: CHAIRS, SOFAS. 

MADE BY CHOICE: ROUND SIDE TABLE. THROUGHOUT AMARA RUGS: CUSTOM RUGS. HAKWOOD: WOOD FLOORING. 

ANTHOLOGY WOODS; SHINNOKI: OAK PANELING. DUNN-EDWARDS; PPG INDUSTRIES; SHERWIN-WILLIAMS COMPANY: 

PAINT. BPDL: CONCRETE FACADE PANELS. INTERPANE: FACADE GLASS.

Radziner’s firm took a similar approach to the project’s landscape design, which he describes 
as “not too buttoned-up.” Wind-resistant plants like prairie dropseed, little bluestem, and 
purple coneflower along with deciduous, native trees like red maple and pagoda dogwood 
create a varied, seasonal tapestry within their hardscape bounds and at the ground level. 

Along the waterfront, Eagle + West adds a new 
landscaped plaza to Greenpoint’s public espla-
nade. On a late-summer day, as new residents 
were just settling in, many of its tables and 
chairs were already occupied by neighbors. 

Opposite top: The two towers are linked by an 
amenity bridge that houses a 75-foot indoor lap 
pool. Opposite bottom: Another area of the great 
room is geared toward lounging, with Patricia 
Urquiola’s Gogan chairs and sofas arranged before 
a water-vapor fireplace, its mantel sheathed in 
ceramic tile and Pietra Cardosa marble; the daybed 
is custom by Marmol Radziner. 

Top, from left: The towers, one 40 floors, the 
other 30, are set 60 feet apart, with a seven-story 
podium in between. The ribbed Tundra Blue 
limestone in the 40-story tower’s lobby continues 
outside as one moves up the stair to an outdoor 
amenity area. Bottom: The stacked amenities can 
be seen from above: the two-story bridge with 
green roof, the outdoor ipe deck with pool, and  
the landscaped barbecue terrace, all by Marmol 
Radziner; the waterfront esplanade at ground 
level is by James Corner Field Operations. 
Photography: Jason O’Rear.
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